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CMS ENVIS is a premiere centre designated by Ministry of  Environment 
and Forests (MoEF), Govt of  India to facilitate information dissemination 
and further the cause of  environment awareness and sensitisation. Since 
2000, it has come a long way to establish itself  as a resource centre, co-
ordinating body and a centre for information dissemination through 
various print, electronic and new media. Today the centre reaches an 
overwhelmingly large no. of  people through its various activities. 

CMS ENVIS quarterly newsletter “Green Voice” reaches to more 
than 3000 individuals and organisations. The daily e-newsletter Green 
Media has a circulation of  over 8000. From time to time the centre also 
undertakes focused study of  media coverage of  pressing contemporary 
issues and translates that knowledge in the form of  well-documented 
publications. 

CMS ENVIS also presents impressive on-line databases of  approx. 70,000 
news items, around 2116 advertising agencies and over 986 audio-visual 
programmes, 1039 weblinks along with 720 environment filmmakers, 
540 plus environment print and electronic journalists. Besides this, the 
centre also engages itself  into focused research studies and analysis of  
media coverage and trends on environment news. The centre has been an 
active and dynamic channel of  reaching out to people through different 
mediums such as newsletters, publications, research studies, case studies, 
highly visited website etc. to build public consensus and a network 
towards environment conservation.
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United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
launched in 1992 sets out a framework for action aimed at stabilizing 
atmospheric concentrations of  greenhouse gases (GHGs) to avoid 
“dangerous anthropogenic interference” with the climate system. The 
Convention, which entered into force on 21 March 1994, now has 195 
parties.

Poland – COP 19 Conclusion - 27 hours after its scheduled closing time 
in the year 2013, the meeting adopted an ADP decision that invites 
parties to initiate or intensify domestic preparations for their intended 
nationally-determined contributions, and resolves to accelerate the full 
implementation of  the Bali Action Plan and pre-2020 ambition. Parties 
also adopted a decision establishing the Warsaw international mechanism 
on loss and damage, and the “Warsaw REDD+ framework,” a series 
of  seven decisions on REDD+ finance, institutional arrangements and 
methodological issues.

Again to harness the action by all nations, COP 20/ CMP 10 held for 
two weeks (1-12 December 2014) in Lima. It took a further important 
step forward in Lima that treat with the ADP two documents before it: 
a paper identifying potential “elements for a draft negotiate text” of  the 
Paris agreement, and a decision laying out the process for presenting and 
considering parties’ INDCs over the coming year. The main objective 
for the COP in Lima is to make progress in the negotiations under the 
Durban Platform for Enhanced Action to develop a new global agreement 
for the period after 2020 for all Parties to be adopted at COP 21 in 2015 
in Paris and to ensure that mitigation action before 2020 is enhanced1. 
The countries attended the conference had produced the actions has 
been taken to combat the domestic emissions to mitigate the global rise 
in temperature. Many developing countries including India have been 
rapidly enhancing their own climate change actions at the domestic level, 
as appropriate to their national circumstances.

Background
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The Government of  India has taken several initiatives in terms of  policies 
and programmes to explore and implement low carbon development 
strategies. Way back in 2008, India launched the National Action Plan 
on Climate Change which outlines policies directed at mitigation and 
adaptation to climate change. In these eight national missions, the 
National Action Plan proposes an extensive range of  measures with 
focus on renewable energy, energy efficiency, clean technologies, public 
transport, resource efficiency, afforestation, tax incentives and research 
and generation of  strategic knowledge. India’s Twelfth Five Year Plan 
covering the period 2012 to 2017 calls for faster, more inclusive and 
sustainable growth.

However, India is strategically working on the Climate change issues, 
it is essential for a common person of  the nation from each sector 
to understand the nationally groomed agenda’s to mitigate the rise of  
emissions. CMS ENVIS Centre has eventually analysed the trends of  
the coverage of  ‘COP 20 Lima’ of  prominent news channels and print 
media’s to understand the interests deals to support the national agenda’s 
and measures has been taken in the conference. 
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CoP 20/ CMP 10 in Major Dailies
In the Indian context, although environmental issues are yet to occupy a central 
role in media discourse, discussions on environment in TV news and in newspapers 
have neither been absent or negligible. However in recent times, there has been 
an observed shift in terms of  the number of  stories and trend of  issues taken 
up by the News Channels and by the print media. Though CMS ENVIS Centre 
publishes various reports on environmental issues, this report has analysed the 
trends in the News Channels and in print media on the just concluded Lima 
Climate Change Conference. The study through the use of  the content analysis 
methodology tries to find out how the prominent news channels covered COP 
20/ CMP 10. Additionally, it puts into perspective why and how the coverage 
of  the COP 20 was relatively low compared to COP 17 held at Durban that was 
studied by CMS in 2011. This report will be a useful resource to climate change 
experts, environmentalists, researchers, communication and media professionals, 
and can be used to find out what could be done to improve the media coverage 
of  upcoming COPs and how the media can be more proactively involved to 
disseminate information about such historical events.

Methodology
Over the years CMS Media Lab has acted as a source for the CMS ENVIS 
Centre because it has undertaken significant experimentation to develop a robust 
and rigorous methodology as given below. The content analysis broadly covers 
qualitative and quantitative aspects. 

Prime time Band: The prime time programming is the industry benchmark in 
News television for all significant events and issues that are prominently covered 
on a particular day.

Six Mainstream Hindi and English news Channels: DD News, ABP News, 
CNN IBN, Aaj Tak, Zee News, NDTV 24X7

Recording: The recorded tapes were then previewed and the news stories listed 
under various classifications and categories to generate quantitative data.

Logging: The news content on the above mentioned channels were listed and 
documented in the log sheets.

Coding: The stories were classified and separately coded (e.g. politics, business, 
sports, environmental news etc).

Environment Related Stories: The theme specific stories were separately 
reviewed and analysed.

time Frame: The timeline taken for this particular study was 20 November to 
20 December, 2014. 
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CoP 20/ CMP 10 in television news Media
The talks on Climate change at national and international levels have always 
remained in focus to combat the growing levels of  Carbon emissions. However, 
the country has its own methodologies to strike on the growing levels of  emissions; 
the term is very less popular to common people of  the country. This could be 
estimate with the trends of  coverage of  COP 20 in six prominent news channels 
i.e. DD News, ABP News, Aaj Tak, Zee News, NDTV 24X7, and CNN IBN. 

The data represented in fig. 1 revealed that the maximum environmental stories 
was covered by NDTV 24x7 (38%, 5 stories). Moreover, the channel did not 
focus on COP 20 coverage during prime time news.  The most focused news 
stories by the channel were on air pollution in Delhi. Green fight compromised 
forest cleaning under UPA government and a special discussion on Ganga 
cleaning, etc (Table 1). 

DD News channel had coverage of  31% (4 news stories) on environmental 
issues, where only one story on COP 20 Lima conference was shown. The only 
news covered by the DD News channel was on the day of  the opening ceremony 
of  the conference in Lima. The other coverage was that of  Honorable Minister 
speaking on Environment, physically disabled children joining the cleanliness 
campaign and national level seminar on cleanliness campaign etc. 

The three channels CNN IBN, Aaj Tak and Zee News covered about 8% (one 
stories each) relating to other environmental issues of  the country. ABP News 
had the least coverage amounting to 7% (1 story only). The issues that the rest 
of  the four channels covered were on pollution examine in-front of  chief  justice; 
biggest animal slaughter festival; reason behind changing weather in Jammu & 
Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh; illegal construction and deforestation and 
century’s hottest year.

 Fig. 1 Represents the percentage of  the coverage of  stories in Prime Time 
news by Six prominent news Channels
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time devoted by news channels
The prime time coverage of  the Lima Conference by the six news channels was 
just about 149.15 minutes. NDTV news once again was on top among all the 
news channels as it provided 141.00 minutes of  prime time coverage. DD News 
came second with 3.50 minutes of  coverage. The other channels, including ABP 
News, CNN-IBN and Aaj Tak offered just 1.00 to 2.00 minutes of  news. Zee 
News gave the least coverage to the event, with a dismal 0.5 minutes (Refer Table 1).

table 1: Time devoted by news channels on COP 17 (Nov 21 – Dec 17, 2011)

CAtEgoRy
SIx PRoMInEnt nEwS CHAnnELS

DD 
news

ABP 
news

Cnn 
IBn

Aaj 
tak

Zee 
news

nDtV 
24x7 total

no of  Stories 4 1 1 1 1 5 13

% of  stories coverage 31 7 8 8 8 38 100

time in Minutes 3.50 1.00 2.00 1.15 0.50 141.00 149.15

Comparison Analysis of  television Coverage of  CoP 17 Durban 
and CoP 20 Lima conference
Periodically, CMS ENVIS conducts these studies to understand the trend of  
coverage of  environmental stories in electronic media that includes COPs 
events. In 2011 CMS ENVIS studied the trends of  coverage of  COP 17/ CMP 
7 at Durban in six news channels i.e. DD News, NDTV 24x7, CNN IBN, Zee 
News, Aaj Tak and Star News (Star News is now called as ABP News). As per the 
data reported in 2011 by CMS ENVIS, DD news gave the maximum coverage on 
the Durban Climate Change Conference, with 92% (18 stories) out of  the total 
time given by all the six channels. It was followed by NDTV 24x7 which had 3% 
(4 stories) of  coverage. CNN IBN (2 stories) and Zee News (1 story) gave 2% 
coverage each. Aaj Tak had 1% (3 stories) of  coverage whereas Star News had 
no coverage at all. As compared with the current year 2014-15, the coverage by 
the same six news channels of  Lima conference was very low.  This represents 
that the Indian News channels gave very less importance to the Lima conference 
as compared to the Durban Summit. This could be attributed to various factors. 
The national changing political scenarios or the post effects of  Lok Sabha and 
Vidhan Sabha elections in the country or the crime based issues etc. were mostly 
covered during the Lima conference. 
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CoP 20/ CMP 10 in Major Dailies
The Lima conference during the one month period (November 20 to December 
20, 2014) was highly covered in five major dailies i.e. Hindustan Times, The 
Indian Express, The Times of  India, The Economic Times and Dainik Jagran. 

According to the data, the maximum coverage of  32% (12 stories) on COP 
20 conference was done by The Indian Express. The pre to post conference 
issues in Indian context were mostly highlighted in the newspaper. The topics 
of  12 stories were on the talks India did in the conference; climate deal; financial 
matters dictate talks on climate change, little progress on achieving pre 2020 
target or on the objectives of  the country post Conference etc (Refer Fig. 2 and 
Table 2).

The Economic Times stood second in reporting 26% of  major news (10 stories) 
during and after the Lima conference. The stories were mostly bound towards 
the activities the country conducted during the conference. 

The two most popular dailies such as English newspaper ‘The Times of  India’ 
covered only 18% (7 stories) and Hindi newspaper ‘Dainik Jagran’ covered 
only 16 % (6 stories) throughout the month. The least coverage of  news 8% (3 
stories) was recorded by Hindustan Times, the most popular English newspaper 
of  India. 

The four dailies were found to be focused on the topics covered during the 
conference and the country’s preparation to deal with air pollution, increasing 
green cover, fair deal on climate change, effects of  climate change in certain cities 
of  India, decreasing the carbon emissions, etc.   

Fig. 2 Represents the percentage of  the coverage of  stories in five major dailies 
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table 1: Number and percentage of  stories covered in five major dailies

newspapers Hindustan 
times

the 
Indian 

Express

the times 
of  India

the 
Economic 

times

Dainik 
Jagran

no of  Stories 3 12 7 10 6
% of  story 
coverage 8 32 18 10 16

types of  Stories
In a total of  75 news items out of  which maximum news (29 stories) were 
covered as short stories on either local or on last pages of  the newspapers. The 
maximum news (8 stories) was covered by The Economic Times followed by 
The Indian Express (7 stories). The Times of  India and Dainik Jagran came third 
with 6 stories each. (Fig.3)

The Indian Express and Hindustan times were among the five dailies that 
provided the news on COP 20 on the front pages. Hindustan Times discussed 
only one story on ‘Setting the Stage for Paris’ and The Indian Express provided 
3 stories on the starting of  the Lima conference. The Indian Express was among 
the five newspapers that reported a total of  12 stories on three different pages 
i.e. Front page, Editorial page and others. Here, The Times of  India and The 
Economic Times also provided one news each on the editorial page. 

Fig. 3 Styles of  stories on COP 20/ CMP 10 in five major dailies
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Conclusion
News broadcasting is the medium of  broadcasting of  various news events and 
other information via television, radio or internet or print media in the field of  
broadcast journalism. In India, there are several other 24/7 news channels to 
spread information from every corner of  the country. While news based on 
local, national and international crime, political issues, disasters occurred, sports 
or tourism is proactively covered and telecast, news relating to the depleting 
environment is less focused on by news channels. In COP 20, the challenge of  
climate change is often referred to as the defining global issue of  our time, which 
poses a key threat to sustainable development. Vulnerability to climate change 
and natural disasters has a strong linkage with poverty and has the potential to 
create multiple stresses over any country’s growth trajectory. 

The current study reflects that environmental issues especially discussed in COP 
20 Lima conference were mostly highlighted in all the five major dailies.  The print 
media published several articles, editorials and features on Lima Conference. 

Surprisingly, dailies were unbiased when it came to reporting about the conference. 
They neither towed the official stance taken by the government and neither did 
they go against the regime.
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Details of  news Items | new Delhi
Publication Date Headline
The Times of  India 22-11-2014 The China Syndrome

The Times of  India 05-12-2014 Lima hunt for balanced clean-air solution 

The Times of  India 07-12-2014 UN report: Climate adaptation cost for developing world ballooning

The Times of  India 10-12-2014 Nations split on green pledge review

The Times of  India 07-12-2014 We need a fair deal on climate change

The Times of  India 12-12-2014 No China-like deal with India: US

The Times of  India 15-12-2014 Deal at Lima saves climate talks, India says it’s satisfied

The Economic Times 01-12-2014 India to showcase solar energy project at Lima climate talks

The Economic Times 01-12-2014 Optimism greets COP20 talks

The Economic Times 03-12-2014 Four Indian project to get UN award for green initiative

The Economic Times 04-12-2014 India sends 32 member team of  experts for climate change talks

The Economic Times 06-12-2014 India to submit climate plans by june

The Economic Times 10-12-2014 India can afford to be liberal at Lima

The Economic Times 11-12-2014 India seeks global funds for green plans

The Economic Times 15-12-2014 New ‘Lima call for climate action’ addresses India’s concerns

The Economic Times 17-12-2014 India-US climate talks to focus on clean energy, tech R&D 

Hindustan Times 01-12-2014 India to keep a close watch on Lima climate change talks

Hindustan Times 05-12-2014 India unlikely to sign major deals during Lima climate talks

Hindustan Times 16-12-2014 Setting the stage for Paris

The Indian Express 01-12-2014 Towards a climate deal

The Indian Express 07-12-2014 Financial matters dictate talks on climate change

The Indian Express 08-12-2014 Little progress on achieving pre-2020 targets

The Indian Express 09-12-2014 Govt to amend green laws to reduce emission: Javadekar

The Indian Express 10-12-2014 World has changed, all must cut emissions: IS, EU

The Indian Express 11-12-2014 As big money flows in, India want share of  pie

The Indian Express 12-12-2014 Countries frown as climate talks drag at Lima

The Indian Express 03-12-2014 After dressing down, countries finally get to work

The Indian Express 14-12-2014 Developing countries object, climate talks flounder

The Indian Express 15-12-2014 All agree to disagree, India says it’s pleased

The Indian Express 15-12-2014 Climate deal: Hits and Misses

The Indian Express 16-12-2014 Lima standstill

The Indian Express 18-12-2014 Mostly cloudy

Dainik Jagran 01-12-2014 Jalvayu parivartan se Mumbai ko sabse jyada khatra

Dainik Jagran 03-12-2014 Jalvayu sammelan mein Bharat par sabki nazren

Dainik Jagran 06-12-2014 Gareebon ki khatir apna karbon utsarjan ghatayen viksit desh

Dainik Jagran 10-12-2014 Bharat ke kheme mein Cheen aur Brazil bhi

Dainik Jagran 12-12-2014 Jalvayu parivartan semukable ko Bharat pratibadhha

Dainik Jagran 15-12-2014 Pryavaran par duniyan ne mani Bharat ki baat
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Anand A Jha, Co-ordinator
CMS ENVIS Centre 
E: cms@envis.nic.in
www.cmsenvis.nic.in  

CMS ENVIS Parent organisation: 
P N Vasanti, Director, CMS
E: pnvasanti@cmsindia.org

www.cmsindia.org 

RESEARCH HOUSE, Saket Community Centre, New Delhi 110 017
P: 91-11-2686 4020, 2685 1660, F: 91-11-2696 8282 

For more information: 

Environment
Promoting Responsibility

Established in 1991, CMS has carved out a niche for itself as a research based 
think tank committed to rigorous and objective analysis to support improved 

policymaking.

CMS Environment, the team behind all the environmental endeavours of CMS, has 
been involved multifariously in policy research and programme evaluation aimed 
at creating sustainable solutions for environment protection. CMS Environment 
Team has also been consistently undertaken capacity building and enhancing 
initiatives with range of stakeholders to orient on contemporary environment 
issues like climate change, sustainable transport, conservation, etc.

CmS ENViS CENtRE 
Established in 2000, CmS ENViS is a premiere centre designated by Ministry of 
Environment and Forests (MoEF), Government of India to facilitate information 
dissemination and further the cause of environment awareness and sensitisation. 
A separate space in its campus has been allocated to house documentary films, 
spots/ public service messages, info-mercials, quiz programmes, jingles etc. on 
environmental and wildlife issues. www.cmsenvis.nic

Green films resource centre 
Established in 2007, the Audio Visual Resource Centre (AVRC) is a state-of-
the-art archive of documentaries, films and audio spots on environment and 
development issues.




